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SYNOPSIS

This investigation was initiated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Office of
Investigations, Region IV, on July 7, 2005, to determine if personnel at Energy Northwest's
Columbia Generating Station (CGS) willfully violated the CGS Physical Security Plan and
CGS procedures during operability testing of the Intelli-Field Intrusion Detection System (IDS).

Based on the evidence developed during this investigation, one allegation that personnel at
Energy Northwest's CGS willfully violated the CGS Physical Security Plan and CGS procedures
during operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS was substantiated, although a second allegation
regarding improper alarm compensation was not substantiated.
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

Applicable Regulations

10 CFR 73.55(g)(1) Requirements for physical protection of licensed activities in nuclear
power reactors against radiological sabotage (2004 Edition)
(Allegation Nos. 1 and 2)

10 CFR 50.5 Deliberate misconduct (2004 Edition) (Allegation Nos. 1 and 2)

Purpose of Investiqation

This investigation was initiated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Office of
Investigations (01), Region IV (RIV), on July 7, 2005, to determine if personnel at Energy
Northwest's Columbia Generating Station (CGS) willfully violated the CGS Physical Security
Plan and CGS procedures during operability testing of the Intelli-Field Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) [Allegation Nos. RIV-2004-A-0149 and RIV-2005-A-0061] (Exhibit 1).

Background

On December 14, 2 0 0 4,1 _b)(7)(c) Jat
Energy Northwest's CGS, alleged to Zachary DUNHAM, the NRC Senior Resident Inspector at
CGS, that CGS Intelli-Field IDS zone operability tests were sometimes re-administered multiple

-! C times until theypass.ec-instead of compensating immediately for the failure as required by CGS
procedurel _7__ 4provided as examples personnel passing an aluminum test device
between the wires. ta ping and pulling the wires with bare hands, and stepping between the
wires. (b)(7)(C) claimed this went on for at least 6 weeks after CGS accepted the new
Intelli-Field IDS from the vendor [NFI] on October 27, 2004 [Concerns 1 and 5, Allegation No.
RIV-2004-A-0149].

On January 3, 2005, the RIV Allegation Review Board (ARB) met to discuss (b)(7)(c)

-concerns, wherein the ARB determined that additional information was required from
1(b)(7)(c) During a uhePmnujntARR on February 14, 2005, to discuss the additional

information obtained from(b)(7)(c) J the ARB elected to refer(b)(7)(c) lconcerns to
the licensee for action and response. On Aprl-b-7-"-n-•l staff re £eiv.GGS'i rpsponse.
RIV also received additional information from (b)(7)(C) wherein .... 7).C) alleged that,
on multiple occasions, various Intelli-Field IDS zones went into constant alarm or excessive false
alarms were received at the Central Alarm Station (CAS), which rendered the zones ineffective.
According to.(I)(7)(c) nstead of deactivating the zones and compensating for them as
required, CGS assigned a single roving patrol to cover the malfunctioning zones.[ý ( 7( cJ

said that, on at least one occasion, every zone except one had malfunctioned in this manner and
was covered by a single patrol.
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On May 31, 2005, an ARB was held to consider CGS's response to (b)(7)(c) original
concerns. The ARB determined that CGS's response was inadequate and agreed that the Plant
Support Branch (PSB), Division of Reactor Safety (DRS), RIV, would address the Intelli-Field
IDS operability, issue and inspect the Intelli-Field IDS zones that had constant or excessive
alarms.

On June 23, 2005, P SB -S-RSlVieorted-the-asufsof-the inspection at CGS (Exhibit 2).
During the inspection (b )(7)c) iCGS, alleged that CGS security
management encouraged the use of unauthorized testing methods to avoid compensating for
failed results and that CGS security supervisors [NFI] have been known to condone nonstandard
testing procedures, including security officers either snapping the wiresorrmaking contact with
the wires by using the test platter to get an alarm. According tdim71c by doing this, no
compensatory measures were needed. (b)(7)(c) further alleged that there were
inconsistencies from shift to shift about how compensatory measures for multiple failed zones
were implemented because a shift would use only one person to compensate in situations where
management required two people. .b)_.(.)(.. said that management communicated this
compensatory expectation to the security officers in a letter [Concerns 2 and 8, Allegation
No. RIV-2005-A-0061].

On July 6. 2005, the ARB met to discuss the allegations received frorl()(...and

(b)(7)(C) __ýThe ARB requested that OI:RIV initiate a single investigation to determine whether

CGS manarement had willfully violated the CGS Physical Security Plan and CGS procedures as
alleged bY(b)(7)(C) nd (b)(7)(C)

On October 3. 2005, the ARB met to further discuss the allegations received from (b)(7)(C)

and (b)(7)(c) At that time, the ARB determined that Concern 8 of Allegation No. RIV-2005-A-
0061 was linked to Concern 5 of Allegation No. RIV-2004-A-0149. As a result, Ol:RIV was
requested to investigate Concerns 1 and 5 of Allegation No. RIV-2004-A-0149.

Interview of (b)(7)(C) ](Alleqer) (Exhibit 3)
___J

On August 16, 2005b)( jwas interviewed in Richland, Washington, by OI:RIV and
related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(C)
ladvised he has been employed at CGS-sineý -1ý(C

( )He said that in addition to his IS also (b)(7)(C)l(b)(7)(C) b)7()h

(b)(7)(c) onfirmed that the new inteIi!-EIEeldIDS was accepted from the

vendor on or about October 27, 2004. According to (b)(7)(C) ]when CGS first accepted the
system, it was going into alarm continuously. He said, "[e]verything was settinn these alarms
off," including the wind, rain, and the cooling tower mist (Exhibit 3, page 7)Jb 7)(C) said
the CAS operators complained about th-c nnflinunus-a1rms, so CGS tried to adjust the Intelli-
Field IDS so it would not alarm as often .... ladded, "Many times we didn't have
enough people to monitor them [the alarms]. I know that there wasn't enough people -- all of
them were going into alarm, so we didn't have enough security officers to monitor all of the
zones" (Exhibit 3, page 7). (b)(7)(C) stated that as a result of the alarms, CGS would
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deploy a single roving patrol in a vehicle to monitor the alarms. According to1 b)(7)(c) by

procedure, the alarms could be turned off if there was a roving patrol deoloved. although CGS
did not turn the alarms off when the roving patrol was deployed. Lb)( 7)(C) .... said that, as a
resualt fh Alrmn were on continuously and "driving CAS crazy" (Exhibit 3, page 8). According
toý c CGS would simlvleayve the Intelli-Field IDS in constant alarm and cover the
failures with a roving patrol. (b)(7)C) -stated he had been deployed as a roving patrol in the
past, although he was not aware if any of the Intelli-Field IDS zones were in constant alarm at
the time. He said he was aware of the concern because CAS operators [NFI] had told him that
the constant alarms were driving them "crazy" and they were not being permitted to turn them off
(Exhibit 3, pages 4-8).

Regarding th teslino1fthe ntelli-Field IDS, (b)(7)(C) stated that the zones were tested
once a week. (b)(7)(C) said an NSO would conduct the test with an aluminum pole,
although the system would not alarm. He said he had NSOs [NFI] tell him that they had actually
grabbed the wires and shook them in an attempt to get the system to alarm, although it still
would not alarm. n(C) ]could not recall any specific NSOlwbnWhr-norted, this to him, but
recommended several NSOs by name as sources of information. 1 7stated he was
never instructed by a supervisor to touch the wires drina testina of the Intelli-Field IDS since he
had never conducted the testing himself. In addition (b)(7 )(C) jsaid that he was never

C. informed by any other NSO that they had been instructed by a supervisor to touch the wires to
make the system alarm, nor was he aware of any CAS operator telling NSOs to pull on the
wires. When questioned if he was aware of any CGS supervisors directincl NSOs to do
whatever it took to get the Intelli-Field IDS operability tests to pass (b)(7)(C) _-stated,

".. I hope I didn't make it sound like that's what was going on because they weren't deliberately
trying to beat the system, I don't think" (Exhibit 3, pages 8-13, 23).

According tol (b)(7)(c) if during the Prachbiti g the CAS operator failed to get analarm, the test would be re sered(b)(7)(c) said the test may be attempted three or

four times, at which time the NSO, on his own, may have tried to step through the zone or grab
the wire. He said that at that point, if the system failed to alarm. the CAS operator would notify
the supervisor and the zone would be compensated. Y(b)(7)(C) said one of his concerns(b()(C)

was that, with the exception of one security lieutenant, _ [NFI], no one could tell him how
many times the Intelli-Field IDS could fail before it had to be compensated. He said he
eventually determined that the system could fail twice before it had to be compensated
(Exhibit 3, pages 13-17).

AGENT'S NOTE: According to SPIP-SEC-09 (Exhibits 7, 9, and 10), all tests
mustsatisfactorily detect each penetration, which indic tes-th-e-syvstem. ould only fail the
test once before compensation, not twice as stated by(b)(7)(c)

(summarized that "the system was just not working right. We felt that what we

probably should have done was, with a little bit more time, before we accepted the system, make
sure that the system was working properly. And maybe that wasn't possible; I don't know. But
the security officers, our concerns were that the training wasn't good. There wasn't enough
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training to start with" (Exhibit 3, page 25). He added that CGS management was probably as
frustrated as the NSOs were.

Interview o (b))(C) l(Alle er) (Exhibit 4)

On August 16, 2005[ b)(7)(c) CGS, was interviewed in Richland,
Washington, by OI:RIV and related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) adv ised he has been employed at CGS as a_(b)(7)(Cc and that his current

supervisor i(b)(7)(C) ..- s. . Regarding his first concern
that CGS NSOs are inconsistent in conducting testing of the Intelli-Field Sandtbh t steps in
the testing procedure are not always followed the same from test to test (b)(7)(c) said that
when CGS initially activated the Intelli-Field IDS, there was not a procedure for operability
testing. According toýb)(7)(c) NSOs did not know the testing procedures for the Intelli-Field
IDS system, so they would put their hands and/oj bodiesJhlough the wires, make contact with
the wires with the test paddle, or snap the wires. (b)(7)(c) pointed out that at the time, CGS
was experiencing numerous problems with the Intelli-Field IDS and the system was configured
differently. He said the system originally had four wires, although in order to comrnnnt fnrhe

high number of alarms being received, three or four additional wires were added.
stated, "We never did see a procedure that was brought to us to read, how to test the wires.
Everybody was -- at the time was just doing it ... We would be advised by the CAS operators as
to how to test the zones. And they'd come out and if they wanted an alarm, they'd snap the
wires or try to ush -- try to go through them, do everything they can to create an alarm" (Exhibit
4, page 5). !b)(7)(c) said he raised the concer regarding thincnrsistenci~sin~estinrthe

,ntelII*_Fj dIiiS--tC-G- management, including (b)(c) 77and (b)(7)(c)
(b)(7)(C) 00OGS (Exhibit 4, pages 3-9).

Regarding testing the Intelli-Field IDS,7 _recalled thaý7)c Jtold him at one point to
"do what you need to do" to make it pass (Exhibit 4, page 19). He added that he had heard
complaints from fh•r 0 NS'lO [NFI] that they were instructed to do what they had to do [to test the
Intelli-Field IDS].I(b))(c) _ could not identify any other supervisors who made similar
comments regarding testing the Intelli-Field IDS. According t0(b)(7)(c) I during the test, the
CAS operators would inform the NSO that they [the CAS operators] were not receiving an alarm.
W4, co t e NSO would then contact the supervisor who would call the CAS operator.(b)(7)(C) s said the CAS operator would then get back in touch with the NSO and say, ... well,

you need to do whatever you need to do to get alarm" (Exhibit 4, page 11).

(b)(7)(C) ]advised that a procedure on testing the Intelli-Field IDS was implemented in

approximately February 2005, although NSOs still did not follow the procedure until
approximatebiýeQ05 after he and others raised a concern to NRC inspectors during an
inspection.[(b)(7)(c) Jsaid, 'They came out saying that we needed to take the booklet with us,
the procedure, out there and have a second officer a I'aLs oave a supervisor with us now. To
observe the testing procedure" (Exhibit 4, page 6). -. ý() stated that the NSOs are now
following the nmcapdure. When asked if CGS management addressed the concern with the
procedure [)jjjC) Jconfirmed that management had addressed the concern, although not
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until the issue was raised to the NRC. L(b)(7)(c) related that although there is a procedure
available now regarding the testing of the Intelli-Field IDS, there was still some confusion with
the procedure (Exhibit 4, pages 6-8).
(b)(7)(c) advised he was also concerned about coverage if multiple Intelli-Field IDS zoneswere down. According t(b)(7)(C) ]there have beentim es that, due to environmental issues,

90 percent of the Intelli-Field IDS was down.- (b)(7)c said he was concerned about NSOs
trying to cover two directions from a tower. He said CGS determined it was authorized to have a
s e t cover two directions and they also improvised ar I usedmoveable cameras.

b))7)(c) explained that he had been in security at CGS fort(b)(7)(c) and that in the last 3 years
he had seen many changes He #sii at any part of the Intelli-Field IDS that is down is a barrier
that requires compensation. (b)(7)(C) Isaid that in the past, CGS would never have used a

[cam raAocompensate for a barrier, although now it was deemed by CGS to be acceptable.
F(6)(C) jrelated that CGS has had problems with one section of the system for a long time and
that managrLementireouird NSOs to cover this problematic section with one NSO looking east
and north.106)(j)(c) did not believe that the NSO could effectively look in both directions. He
said that after this issue was raised, CGS management committed in a letter to putting two
NSOs in the area. (b)(7)(c) .said that worked fine for a week and then CGS management had

o ck to one NSO due to manpower issues, although the letter was not rescinded.
I'jf'' "• J Istated that if CGS now has multiple zone failures or a total Intelli-Field IDS system

failure, they compensate with people in towers watching and rove rs. (b)(7)(c) •tated, "We
don't compensate the way we used to. Maybe that's what our problem is; as officers, maybe we
see the changes and it doesn't seem right because of the old system. I can tell you, it just
doesn't seem like we're -- we've been trained for all these years and feel like we're going to
make sure that the Whole protected area is protected, and if we can protect the whole protected
area we're going to bring in closer protected area to make sure that happens. Now it's like, it's
okay that we don't receivebth.ewhol, protection. So maybe we were wrong, I don't know"
(Exhibit 4, pages 16 17)ib)( 7 )(C) Laid that CGS has not experienced any problems with the
Intelli-Field IDS recently (Exhibit 4, pages 11-18).

Coordination with NRC Staff

n qpn ber 19, 2005, OI:RIV provided the transcripts of interview withl (b)(7)(C) ýand
I(b)_(7 )(c) to the RIV technical staff for review and determination of any potential violations of

NRC regulations (Exhibit 5).

On September 27, 2005, David OIIMA N- SenoLP-bhv=sal Security Inspector, PSB:DRS:RIV,
advised that his review of th ýb)(7)(C) jandel(b)(7)(C) Itranscripts of interview identified one
new safety/technical concern which had not already been captured by the Statement of
Concerns. According to HOLMAN, (b)(7)(C) described a failure on the part of CGS to
properly train the security staff on how to operationally test the Intelli-Field IDS in that security
personnel were unaware how many times the Intelli-Field IDS could fail a test before it had to be
compensated, for which, if true, would be a potential violation of the Revise Design Basis Threat
Order (EA-03-086, dated April 29, 2003). HOLMAN advised that the new concern was not an
on-going issue, but it did warrant further consideration at a future ARB. HOLMAN also
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determined that the information in the transcripts indicated violations of requirements may have
occurred. On October 3, 2005, the RIV ARB discussed this new concern and elected to have
PSB:DRS:RIV inspect the issue (Exhibit 6).

Coordination with Regional Counsel

On March 20, 2006,ljKarla SMITH FULLER, Regional Counsel, Director, Allegation Coordination
and Enforcement Staff, RIV, was apprised of the results of the investigation.j

Allegation No. 1: Violation of Physical Security Plan and Security Procedures Involving the

CGS Intrusion Detection System (Improper Testing Procedures)

Evidence

Document Review

During the course of this investigation, OI:RIV reviewed and evaluated documents provided by
CGS and/or the NRC:RIV staff. The documents deemed pertinent to this investigation are
delineated in this section.

SPIP-SEC-09, Intrusion, Detection System Alarms, Annunciators, Operability Test, Inspection
and Maintenance Records, Revision 11, dated October 27, 2004 (Exhibit 7)

The stated purpose of this procedure is to establish the Security standards for the operability
testing of the Intelli-Field IDS. Paragraph b(1) of subsection 4.3.2 states that "All tests must
satisfactorily detect each penetration." Regarding the responsibilities of the Security Force
Member during the operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS, paragraph a(3) of subsection 4.5.2
states that "The walker should approach the sensor wires as closely as possible, without making
contact."

F(b)(-7)-(C)- ]
Note bd• _dated October 29, 2004 (Exhibit 8)

In this note (b)(7)(C) CGS, related that additional wires had been
added to certain In, DS zones and specified where the tester was to place their arm forI(b)(7)(C)I

the arm wave test. l _jindicated that if no alarm was received during the arm wave test,
the tester was to use the test device with grounding strap.
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SPIP-SEC-09, Intrusion, Detection System Alarms, Annunciators, Operability Test, Inspection
and Maintenance Records, Revision 12, undated (Exhibit 9)

In addition to the requirement that all tests must satisfactorily detect each penetration (paragraph
b(1) of subsection 4.3.2), this undated revision to SPIP-SEC-09 contains additional guidance for
testing the Intelli-Field IDS zones, including guidance on which wires to test between.
Paragraph a(3)(c) of subsection 4.5.2 states that "The walker should approach the sensor wires
as closely as possible, without making contact."

SPIP-SEC-09, Intrusion, Detection System Alarms, Annunciators, Operability Test, Inspection
and Maintenance Records, Revision 14, dated May 4, 2005 (Exhibit 10)

Paragraph b(1) of subsection 4.3.2 states that "All tests must satisfactorily detect each
penetration." Paragraph a(3)(c) of subsection 4.5.2 of this revision of SPIP-SEC-09 continues to
state that "The walker should approach the sensor wires as closely as possible, without making
contact."

Testimony

Interview O(b)(7)(C) Exhibit 11

On February 14, 2006- .(b)(7)(C))(7)(C) r dCGS, was interviewed at CGS by
OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV.1 :related the following information in substance.

a-()7)(C)__ __ aidhe received training from her supervisor,
(b)(7)(C)_ _ n CGS, who took four to fiv squad members

out at a time and demonstrated how to test the Intelli-Field IDS.L b(7XcU J recalled that she
was instructed to first put an arm through the wires in an-atte mpt to get the system to alarm.i(b)(7)(C)

- C, She said that if that failed, she had been instructed byb)(7__) Ito wius. She said if
that failed, she had been instructed to use a paddle. Acor-dita (b) _t7)(rC) if the Intelli-Field
IDS failed these tests, it would have to be compensated.(b)(C) __. could not recall a
procedure being available when the Intelli-Field IDS first came on-line, but believed the NSOs
had been trained to the procedure [NFI]. She added that the NSOs now carried the procedure
with them to test the ntelli-Field IDS and that touching the wires was no longer permitted during
testing. lb stated she never observed anyone touch the Intelli-Field IDS wires during
operability testing and, as a CAS operator, she had never instructed anyone to touch the wires.

Interview (b)(7)(C) (Exhibit 12)
[(b)(7)(C) -

On February 14, 2006__(b)(7)Fc) ......- JCGS, was interviewed at CGS by
OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV. related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C)/
!istated that between October-December 2004 and Janu ar-March 2005, he was

instructed b (b)(7)(C) that, during testing of the Intelli-Field IDS, if hel ( )(C) Jfailed to get
an alarm on the first test by passing an arm between the wires, he was to pluck, touch, or put
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pressure on the wires. He added he believed the directive to touch the wires came down from
eithe J(b)(7)(C) _ :stated he would usually have to conduct the test
three to five times before the zone was compensated, whereas op pbi7n ir, msrcowave
IDS system, the zone was compensated for after two failed tests. .. )(7..C) lalso recalled that
while working in CAS, he o workers [NFI] passing through the Intelli-Field IDS wires with
no alarms being registered. (b)(7)(c) -also stated there was no set procedure on how to test
the Intelli-Field IDS during the October 2004 - March 2005 time frame.

Interview o(b)(7)(G) Exhibit 13)

On February 15, 2006(b)(7)(c) jwas interviewed at CGS by OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV and
related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C)(b)(7)(C)|b
advised he has bee oyed at CGS for over _jand has been in his current

po n inrp the summer _s-aid that during the October 2004 time frame, he was
the (b)(7)(C) -- ], jrecalled that with the microwave IDS system CGS
used prior to the Intelli-Field IDS, NSOs would conduct an operabili test on the system twice
before declaring the system inoperable and compensating for it.l(b)(7)(C) Irecalled that when the
Intelli-Field IDS was broulahLon-line, the NSOs were provided training on the proper testin
method. According t (b)(7)(c) he personally conducted training for m than half of(b)(7)(c)
He said he obtained his information on the proper testing method from (b)(7)(C) said,
"Basically I was told how to do it. As far as formal training oing out there, somebody watching
me do it, that did not happen" (Exhibit 13, page 22). (b)(7)(c) believed that the initial training he
provided to the NSOs was to use a hand wave between the wires, but he could not recall any
specific number of tests that were to be conducted before the system was declared inoperable.
He stated, "I don't think there was any set number ... I know on some we had to test it more
than once, but then we did it several times after that to confirm that we did re-do the test, but I
don't recall any set number. I know we certainly didn't test it more than three times. I mean, if it
failed a second time, we called the supervisor out there to ensure that that individual was doing
the test correctly" (Exhibit 13, page 8). ( b)M(7)(_advised that subsequent testing included a
"pancake cutter" and groandum p and that he found that the NSOs were not connecting the
grounding strap correctly.1jj(cJ believed that when the Intelli-Field IDS was first
implemented, there was guidance regarding operability testing, but he could n •,•-11'l if that
guidance was contained in a procedure or an inter-office memorandum (IOM) ,,.,,),C_ could
not recall i (b)(7)(C) -CGS, wrote the IOM. He
was certain that the initial training povided to the NSas regarding operability testing of the
Intelli-Field IDS was not a read-and-sign (Exhibit 13, pages 4-27).

When questioned re in his instructing NSOs to touch the Intelli-Field IDS wires during
tt (b)(7)(C) dtaha n•_ bn the

operability testing, - confirmed that he had ....... but not for testing of the alarm
capability (Exhibit 13, pages 10-11)' According to(b)(7C if an NSO did not get an alarm from
ahdave between the wires, they were directed to attempt to walk through the wires.

rb)(K) said the wires were approximately one foot apart; therefore, for safety purposes, the

NSOs would "hang onto those wires when you go-thmuah those zones so you don't injure
yourself. That is correct" (Exhibit 13, page 11). (b)(7)(C _said he directed NSOs to grab the
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wires and try to step through, but not to force the wires. He added, "I don't want the wires
broken, but I don't want you injured, either... It either alarms or it doesn't, but my concern was
with the officer being injured. I didn't like that. I brought that up, because I go there will (sic) one
time that those wires are going to go snap and really hurt somebodyv.andci night, those wires
are kind of hard to see" (Exhibit 13, pages 11-12). (b)(7)(C) stated 7 )(*C) land the engineers
[NFI] approved of the testing method of touching the wires to facilitate stepping through (Exhibit
13, page 12).1(b)(7)(C) |added that touching, tapping, or plucking the wires was not an accepted
part of the Intelli-Field IDS testing procedure, alth un,,--hing the wires was permitted to
facilitate stepping through the wires. Furthermore (b)7() Istated he never heard anynnP_
instruct an NSO to "strum the wires like a banjo." elated that he heard[FbF7)(ci

.(b)(7)(C) I as training NSOs to pull the wires apart dur.in test ng so he
'(b)(7)(C) confer (b)(7)(C) and determined that was not appropriate. (b[7)c) f said he

discussd it with. ..). 1 who indicated the engineers [NFI] had instructed him to touch the
Wirb- l(b)(7)(C) said he "put a stop to that, because that's not correct" (Exhibit 13, page 15).

J(b)(7)(C) said he had observed that there were differences in how the NSOs were testing the
Intelli-Field IDS, so they implemented a procedure whereby the supervisor had to accomp ny
the NSO during testing to insure the test was conducted according to procedure. (b)(7)(C) _stated
that NSOs are no longer permitted to touch the wires during operability testing (Exhibit 13, pages
10-15).

Interview of(b)(7)(C) lExhibit 14)

On February 15, 2 0 0 6 , (b)(7)(C) Was interviewed at CGS by OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV and
related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) /Jb 7)(b)(7)(C) /
(advised he ha beemployed at CGS fo and has been in his current

position fo](b)(7)(C) could not recall receiving any formal training on conducting
operability tests Qn the Intelli-Field IDS when it was initially brought online, but recalled there was
an IOM issued. (b)(7)(c) _stated there was no read-and-sign for the NSOs regarding the
operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS. He said he also learned from the engineers and
electricians [NFI] how to test the system and that CGS management provided the expectations
for testing the Intelli-Field IDS. (b)(7)(c) called the implementation a "learning program in
progress" (Exhibit 14, page 6). Isaid that the initial method of testing the Intelli-Field
IDS was to put your arm through the bottom wire, although there was confusion regarding this
because as CGS refined the system, they added more wires, making it more difficult to
determine which wires to place your arm through. He said if the NSO placed the arm through
the wires and the system alarmed, then the test was successful. If the system failed to alarm,
the NSO was to attempt the stepthr-•inh (b)(7)(C) hsaid if the step-through test failed, the
system failed the operability test. 1 said the step-through test also caused problems

h•- ,, h nsome NSOs ired-theAtest, they would grab the wires, which, according to(b ,__as not allowed. (b)( 7
)(c) _stated he instructed the NSOs working for him not to

touch the wires, and if it became a safety issue, In t, h-ystem near one of the poles in the
event they needed support (Exhibit 14, page 8). c could not recall when the test paddle
was introduced into the operability testing, but said many of the NSOs needed to use the test
paddle to test the upper portions of the Intelli-Field IDS because they were not tall enough to
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reach the upper wires. (b)(7)(C) advised the biggest issue with thetest paddle was the use of
the grounding strap, which often was not connected properly. stated that if the arm
and step-through test failed, then a work order would be created to repair the system (Exhibit 14,
pages 3-9).

(b )(7)(C) ould not recall if there was a procedure for testing the Intelli-Field IDS when it was
first implemented on-site, but believed there was a procedure in draft. He said the procedure
was probably available when the system was accepted because CGS would have to have a
procedure available to test the system, but he did not know if it was the final version (Exhibit 14,
pages 11-12).

) stated he was never instructed by a CAS operator or a supervisor during an operability
(b)(7Cth) Intelli-Field IDS to touch, pull, or pluck the wires in order to get the system to alarm.

added, "Even if I was, I wouldn't have done it. I don't believe in that. That'-.1n;t h]w
youge a test" (Exhibit 14, page 13). Regarding the testing of the Intelli-Field IDSL Jfi) 0( 1

stated, "I remember there were so many officers talking to engineers, CAS operators talking to
engineers, and electricians coming up with all these different ways that we'd need to test those
zones. I remember people were touching them and trying to pull them apart, but I can't

C remember where that. came from. I know that, like I said before, it's ss on't believe in.
If you touched a wire, you're not doing the test" (Exhibit 14, page 14). ")C _also denied

ever making a statement to any NSO that during operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS, they
[the NSOs] needed to do whatever it took to get the system to alarm (Exhibit 14, page 15).

|(b)(7)(C) (E i
Interviewo (Exhi 15)

On February 15.?006, _________ CGS, was interviewed at CGS by OI:RIV and
PSB:DRS:RIV. (b)(7)(-) ... r-elated the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) (b)(7)
]advised he has biernamD ed as an~c_ at CGS fo and has been a

(b)(7)(C) i(b)(7)(C) ýrecalled that when the Intelli-Field IDS was implemented,

he was provided training b (b)(')(c) CGS, who had received
, g from the company [NFI] that installed the Intelli-Field IDS at CGS.(b)(7)(c) said

(b)(7)(L ) instructed him to test the lower portion of the Intelli-Field IDS by approaching the
system in a stealthy (bli--( p ,[--g-d p~ai -rm through the wires. He said at this point, an
alarm was required.j 7 said(b)(7)(C) instructed him that if as not received on
the lower portion, a step-through test was attn cordin (b)(C)( during the step-
through test, you were not to touch the wires.f~jc) jstatedZ7(c2 instructed him that to
test the upper portion of the Intelli-Field-D'.Jle-,as to use his arm and, without touching the
wires, extend through the upper wires. 1b)(7)(C)_Jsaid if no alarm was rece . SO would
use a device with a grounding strap to test the upper portion. Annprin t( if the upper
portion failed to Ilarm._ompesatomasures would be usedT. ------.-- .. advised that following(b)(7(C) ()(7)(c)

his training t I he15, [)-_ jtrained other NSOs on his squad in this testing method
(Exhibit 15, pages 3-6).
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(b)(7)(C) believed there was a procedure available when he received his training from(b)(7)(c)

He said, "When we accepted the Intelli-Field, we had a testing procedure that we were using
from the company, and weiuslniked up the company's testing procedure and used it"
(Exhibit 15, pages 7-8). , c) Isaid that later, a CGS procedure for testing the Intelli-Field
IDS was implemented that mirrored the vendor's procedure (Exhibit 15, page 6-8).

" -]()_stated he was never instructed by a CAS operator or CGS supervision to touch, tap, or
pluck the Intelli-Field IDS wires in order to getitio r during a test, and added, "I was
instructed not to do that" (Exhibit 15, page 9). 4(b)(7)(C) related that subs uen to beina
instructed not to touch the wires during testing, he had an encounter wit (b)(7)(C)

where he was told it was okay to touch the wires during testing. According to (b)(7)(C)

testing Intelli-Field IDS zone 23A but was having difficulty getting the system to alarm.
recalled that maintenance had been performed on the Intelli-Field ,1D(andj)e was performing
the security check at 23A to clear the compensatory on that zone. . aid he had failed to
get the system to alarm with-hiarmanrd couldot get his leg through the wires to attempt the
step-through, at which time(_b)( -7 c who was nearbv*.i)tedhim t_ nul the wires

' (b "-'-ýý)(7)(C) - wh wa nervisrut '(li thCwre
apart and put his foot throu h. tated he pointed out t)( 7)(c) __ that the
procedure, which he (b)(7)(C) tr~hio l indicated that touching the wires during testing
was not allowed. Accordin (b)(7)(C) d it was okay to touqhwrs
adiscussion, (b)(7)(c) said he contacte to clarify the point. 1)(7)C)
sai ame out to the location and informed hihat it was okay to touch the
wires and that "[i]t's going to be included in the procedure. Go ahead and do that. That's okay
for testing. Thpre's no other way that you can test the point, so go ahead. So I did" (Exhibit 15,
pages 11-12). (b)(7)(C) Lsihe completed the testing, which included touching the wires, and
then inform (b)(7)(C) and -- C(b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(C)

CGS, abou approval of touching the wires during testing. (c •saidhe also
began training other NSOs on how to test the Intelli-Field IDS in this new method [touching the
wires) so that everyone was "on the same page" (Exhibit 15, page 12). He added that the NSOs
began using this technique at all Intelli-Field IDS zones that had the extra wire installed because
the wires were close together. (b)(7)(c) 7advised that the testing device used on the upper
portion of the Intelli-Field IDS was initially not approved for use on the lower section; therefore, it
wasnot used to test the lower section until more recently (Exhibit 15, pages 9-13).

(b)(7)(C) advised that he has never seen a CGS procedure for testing the Intelli-Field IDS that

specifically authorized NSOs to spread the wires with their hands when attempting the
step-through test. He said he was initially instructed not to touch the wires and if you did, you
had to stop and retest (Exhibit 15, page 18).

f(b_)(7)(_C)
Interview o Exhibit 16)I(b)(7)(C)

On February 15, 2006,t (b)(7)(C) CGS, was interviewed at CGS by
OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV.f related the following information in substance.

b) advised he has been employed at CGS as an Regarding his initial
training on testing the Intelli-Field IDSk(b)(?)(c- stated he was certain there must have been a
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written procedure available up~ entation, but could not recall if he received any specific
training on testing the system. )(_ i said his initial training involved a hand wave on the
lower units and, if the system did not alarm, he said the NSO was supposed to try a step-through
test. According t (7)(7c) testing the upper units involved a hand wave and then use of a
paddle-like testing device. He adcvied lhai if the system failed to alarm during the tests, the
NSO was to re-attempt the tests. Vb)(7)(c Is aid if the tests still failed, a supervisor would be
notified and compensatory measures implemented (Exhibit 16, pages 3-7).

could not recall being instructed by a supervisor during testing of the Intelli-Field IDS to
touch, tap, or pluck the wires in order to get it to alarm, although he recalled that on occasion, a
CAS oper tb)(7).ji d tell the NSOs that a wire had to be touched or manipulated in order to get
an alarm.4{'Z)(c said Intelli-Field IDS zone 23 was one particular zone that alb

required the NSO to touch or manipulate the bottom wires to get an alarm in CASL... said
that as a CAS operator- he had probably instructed NSOs to touch the wire during testing in
order to get an alarm.L ()7)(Ci id not believe there was anything in the Intelli-Field IDS testing
procedure that prohibited touching the wires during testing (Exhibit 16, pages 7-9).

Interview of !(Exhibit 17)

On February 15 2006 GS, was interviewed at CGS by Ol:RIV and
"7c., PSB:DRS:RIV. (b)(7)(c) related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) ] v d h b nd s e

C advised he has been emooved at CGS for approximatel and has been a
(b)(7)(C) for approximately (b)(7)(c Regarding initial training on the Intelli-Field IDS,

=recalled the training was ". . . seat of the pants and, you know, basically learn as you
go, make sure we got an alarm on it. There was no training right off the hat. It was.., basically
trial and error.. ." (Exhibit 17, page 5). (!D(c) isaid he was one of theý"7)c) to test the
Intelli- EiS when it was implemented and said that the testing method changed on a daily
basis. Irecalled that the initial method of testing was to walk up to the Intelli-Field IDS
and see if it alarmed. He said if an alarm was not received, the NSO was to~reach an arm
through the wires, although there was no specific direction on which wires to reach through.

(b)(7)(c) related that the engineers [NFI] sulbsanny came up with a paddle testing device
with.a grounding strap that is in use today.,'j¶'' _could not recall having a procedure for
testing the Intelli-Field IDS when CGS made the transition from the microwave system, but said
he subsequently used a procedure to test the syste n __e"r(ey' alled that the procedure indicated

the NSOs were not to touch'the wires during testing.tb 7)(c) j stated, "It's always said that"
(Exhibit 17, pages 3-11).

(b)(7)(C) related that he was never advised how many tests were to be conducted on the Intelli-

Field IDS before the system was declared inoperable, but said his squad usually attempted the
test two to three times before failing the system, whereas he had-hearc of other squads that
tested the system up to six times without receiving an alarm. (.)()(c) stated he was never
instructed by a supervisor that during testing of the Intelli-Field IDS, he was to touch, pluck, or
spread the wires, although he had observed others do so and had been briefed on it. According
to (b)(7)(c) ]he was briefed that if he was not getting an alarm and had to attempt a step-
through test at Intelli-Field IDS zones where the wires were close together, that he would need to
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l(b)(7)(C)
pull the wires apart to enable him to step through added,"... I had never really got
told by a supervisor to go out there and spread them. They just basically told us to do it if we
can't get an alarm .. ." (Exhibit 17, page 10). 1(b)(7)(C) could not recall specifically who
instructe1him to spread the wires, but believed (b)(7)(C)

1"LW JCGS, may have mentioned spreading the wires to him. Irecalled-b)(7)(c)
told him that if he could not physically fit through the wires during the test, to stretch them apart a
little to see if he could get through. (b)(7)(c) added he was not directed to strum the wires or
play them like a guitar (Exhibit 17, pages 8-11).

Interview o(b)(7)(C) Exhibit 18)20 6(b)(7)(c)

On February 15, 2006 CGS, was interviewed at CGS
by OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIViV)c Irelated the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C) .(b)(7)(C)
Jadvised she was initially employed ith~te,

and has been in her current position for ove __ related that when the Intelli-Field
IDS was first implemented, she was (b)(7)(C) ]office. She recalled
that once she returned to her'squad, she rnd by the NSOs on the squad on the

()(7)(C)procedure of testinq theInteIli-Field IDS.T -] recalled she went out with the NSOs and
observed the test(b)(7)(C) said she was initially trained to first put her hands through the wires.
She said she had heard rumors of NSOs saying you were to separate the wires, but as far as

she knew, that was not part of the test and she never observed anyone actually spread the wires
1 C, during testing. (b)(7)(C) related there was one portion of the Intelli-Field IDS, zone 23, where the

NSO had to put part of their body through, althou ih that was stopped when they went to the
"higher testing equipment" (Exhibit 18, page 7). J(said,"...we were going through such
a trial and error period, you know, that it just kind of evolved to what we're doing now, which I'm
pretty comfortable with now. It was kind of a testing period. .. "(Exhibit 18, pages 3-8).

(b)(7)(C) _said the current procedure for testing the Intelli-Field IDS indicates that NSOs are not

supposed to touch the wires during testing, but she could not recall what earlier iterations of the
procedure said on the subject. She related that, following a system failure, some NSOs have
touched a wire to see if they could get any alarm, but this was after the had already been
declared a failure. (bm)-() ... jalso recalled there was an IOM issued byi(b)(7)(c) regarding the
proper testing procedures for the Intelli-Field IDS (Exhibit 18, pages 9-12).
Interview o~b)(7)(C) L(Exhibit 19)

On February 16, 2006,b)(7)(c)- 1was interviewed at CGS by Ol:RIV and
PSB:DRS:RIV and related the following information in substance.

I(b)(7)(C) advised he has been employed by CGS for approximatel (b_)(7)(-c and that
he was the(b)((c) Jinvolved in setting up the Intelli-Field IDS at CGS. He said he
was also involved in writing two m intenance rorcedure s regarding testing the Intelli-Field IDS,
102856 and 102857. According t (? 7 C procedure 102856 involved operability
testing following the finalized setup and 102857 involved the actual setup of the system.
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(b)(7)(C) ]stated he was aware of procedure SPIP-SEC-09, but was not involved in
developing the procedure and did not know how the NSOs conducted operability testing
(Exhibit 19, pages 4-12).

I(b)(7)(C) I ... . (b)(7)(C) , . , i(b 7(Caie(b)(7) could not recall an encounter with wherein h (.

advised (C to touch the wires as part of the operability testing, although he said he
assisted NSOs on numerous occasions. Rhn asked if he recalled ever telling an NSO that it
was okay to touch the wires during testing (b)(7)(c) stated, "Touching the wire, yes,
but prying open, no" (Exhibit 19, page 11). He said that, according to proce s 5 d
102857, it was permissible to touch the wires during maintenance tes ts.t

believed that touching th wir s durin operability testing would be permitted and recalled a
q.nnva.r_,;atkmjj hadwj th (b)( 7 )(C) at Intelli-Field IDS zone 22. According to

(b)(7)(C) "aS concerned about the system not alarming as the NSOs

approached the system. (b)(7)(C) said (b)(7)(c) was concerned with the NSOs
stepping through and breaking the wires, and he b)(7)(C) informed him that they
could either "crank the sensitivity up and have it alarm earlier so that they don't have to touch it,
or to reduce the nuisance alarm, we can turn down the sensitivity and have them walk up to it,
and if it does notala ave them grab the wire and then the alarm is great" (Exhibit 19, page
14 ).1(b)(7)(c) C did not know if touching the wires was subsequently added to the
operability testing (Exhibit 19, pages 7-14).

Interview ol (b)(7E)(C) xhibit 20)

On February 16, 2006 (b)(7)(C) was interviewed at CGS by OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV and
related the following information in substance.

(b)(7)(C)

1(b)(7)(C) 6dvised he has been employed at CGS for and has been in his current position
slince(b)(7)(C) - said he is responsible for theý )(c)

1(b)(7)(C) related that in [(b)(7)(C) team
assembled to address changes in the CGS defensiv srat!e.v, which included installing bulletý!(ýb)(7) (C)

resistant enclosures (BREs) and the Intelli-Field IDS. ( 70  recalled that CGS hired procedure
writers [NFI] to rewrite the security procedures and to develop SPIP-SEC-09, a procedure for
testing the Intelli-Field IDS. According t(b)(7)(c) Ithe revised procedures were then routed
through security for review and approval prior to implementation. (b)(7)(c) stated SPIP-SEC-09
was completed prior to implementation of the Intelli-Field IDS system in October 2004. (b)(7)(C)

added, "we had all of the officers review them and sign off" (Exhibit 20, page 6), but he could not
recall how the information was disseminated to the NSOs (Exhibit 20, pages 3-6).

(b)(7)(c)

Regarding SPIP-SEC-09 ____ said the procedure was initially hard to understand and CGSIt kind of went through trial and errors to get it to where it is today" (Exhibit 20, pages 6-7).
[(b)(7)(C) icould not recall what specifically was wrong with the procedure, just that it was

confusing. He said, "It was like it was there was so much data in there that it was hard to absorb
on how the direction it was going, if that makes sense. And it was just, it was tough to
understand" (Exhibit 20, pages 6-7).
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Regarding the training of NSOs to conduct operability testi.ngon the Intelli-Field IDS, (b)(7)(c)
said, "Yes, we had the read and sign. In fact, I talked topb)(7)'Cabout that today, and I just flat
don't remember. I mean, I just, I know that we had -- there were varying opinions on what the
deal said,. and I know that we had people that had a better handle on it from each squad train.
You know, they took over the role of training people on each squad, you know, like where to
hook up the ground strap and all of that stuff, so it was -- it probably wasn't that well done, I'm
sure" (Exhibit 20, page 9)[(b)(7)(c) subsequently stated he could not recall a "sign-off or any of
that stuff other than the procedure" (Exhibit 20, page 9). When questioned if the initial
procedure discussed whether the NSOs were prohibited from touching the wires during
operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS,(b)(7)(c) stated the initial testing of the Intelli-Field IDS
involved touching the wires, which was not in accordance ,hth• r cedure. (b)(7)(c) added
that the initial procedure did not discuss touching the wires )(7)(C) stated that NSOs from
each squad were trained on conducting the operability test. He added, "Yes, they had'a handle
on it. You know, they seemed to have a handle on it better than some of the others, so then we
just had them train them" (Exhibit 20, page 12).

(b)(7)(C) F(b)(_7)_(C)7 (b)(7)(C)
could not recall an encounter between - and = at Intelli-Field

IDS zone 23A regarding touching the wires during operability testing, but admitted it could have
happened. Regarding touching the wires during testing (b)(7)(c) stated it was okay to touch the
wires and added, ". . .. my thought process is is we don't want to get a deal by touching the wires,
you know. That's not how we want to get the alarm. We want to try to get an intrusion, but if
we're going to do a step-through, I don't want my guys, one, falling. I don't want them breaking
the wire. They've got gear on. They've got a lot of gear on, so you know, if they have to do that,
I didn't have a big problem with that" (Exhibit 20, page 15). He continued, "I mean, we weren't
going to twang the wires, you know. One of the guys said somethinn qhhqt playing the banjo
and whatever. We're not doing that stuff" (Exhibit 20, page 21). Lb)(7)(c) said he thought
touching the wire in order to facilitate the step-through test was okay. He added that prior to the
August 2005 NRC inspection, he did not have any problem with an NSO touching the wires
during the step-through test. (b)(7)(C) elieved he probably had the security lieutenants relay
this information to the NSOs ýstated that as a result of the NRC inspection, NSOs no
longer touch the wire during operability testing (Exhibit 20, pages 13-21).

In summary (b)(7)(c) stated, "We probably could have done better at training and moving
through that period. It was a time of high volume activity, and it was easy to get lost in that stuff,
so I'm not making excuses. I'm just telling you what happened, I think we're in a good path now.,
I think we're where we want to be. Ouriiuvsare very good at it. I still don't like that, from a

safety aspect" (Exhibit 20, page 24). Lb)(7)(C) Jstated he did not deliberately ignore the
procedure by permitting NSOs to touch the wire during operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS.
He said, "Deliberately, no ... I never do that. The deal is is that I don't remember what the
procedure said at that time" (Exhibit 20, page 25).

Interview o (b)(7)(C) tExhibit 21)
(b)(7)(C)

On February 16, 2006,L ------- was interviewed at CGS by OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV and
related the following information in substance.
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T~)()() advised he has been emploved at CGS aporoximatel (b)(7)(c) and is
responsible fo (b)(7)(C) ___related that his
involvement in the implementation of the Intelli-Field IDS was limited to early discussions when
CGS first looked into installing the system. He saidf(c)(7) J was assianed as th

[(b)(7)(C) Regarding the Intelli-Field IDS system,(b)(7)(c) said, "... it's a new
system. It was state-of-the-art. I would tell you that we've learned from it. I think once we get it
tweaked to where it should be -- I mean, there are examples of where this system is working just
fine, and I think that we're going to get there, and I think we're going to be very satisfied in the
end, but with any new implementation, you know, you have some growing pains that go with it,
and certainly we've experienced some, both in alarm activity and in process" (Exhibit 21, pages
4-6).

(b)(7)(C) jcould not recall reviewincq the testing procedures prior to implementation of the

_IJntaIih-Ei1dJDS~aerat~ise he waspu (b)(7)(C))b( 2(C)J Regarding his review of new and revised procedures (b 7)(C) said

CGS revised virtually every procedure, but he could not recall which procedures he reviewed
prior to I(b)(7)(C) (Exhibit 21, pages 6-8).

_Re ardin the training of NSOs in conducting the operability tests on the Intelli-Field IDS,

1(b)( )(c) " said he could not comment on specifically what training was provided since he

was 1(b)(7)(C) I but said he knew ".. . that it wasn't just a crapshoot from the
standpoint of, ,Fts-jbust throw officers out there and say, 'Hey, go do this'.., there was
some oversight ... I just know that they continued to work it. I know that I went out several
times with the system engineer. We had officers out there. They were working together hand in
hand as they tweaked the project, so, you know, it wasn't happenstance that all of the sudden
there's officers out there, and, 'Well, we're just going to guess on how to do this.' I mean, there
were processes that were put into place based upon our system engineering people on, 'This is
how we test the system.' And, obviously, those got relayed to individuals. I mean, I don't think
we've sent anybody out who had absolutely zero idea of what to do" (Exhibit 21, pages 9-11).

(b)(7)(c) recalled having a discussion with (b)(7)(C) regarding NSOs touching the

wires during operability tests and recalled he[ýb,7)(c2 did not want the wires to be
touched because that was "a flawed strategy" (Exhibit 21, page 11 ). (b)(7)(c) said he
wanted the system to alarm before someone could touch the wires. He said the subject of

uchina the wires also came up during a discussion about the walk-through tests.
[p7)(c) Jadvised that at one point, the procedure for testing the Intelli-Field IDS included a
*step-through. He said that in performing the step-through test, "... we would want people to
touch the wire only from the standpoint of safety so that as they walk through, they're not
creating a safety situation. You know, you don't want them just trying to dive through the wires,
so that would be the only time where we ever had any touchina that I ever recall that we ever
would have sanctioned at all" (Exhibit 21, pages 11-12). (b)(7)(C) .stated that from a safety
perspective, touching the wires during the step-through test was permissible. He said he did not
consider the touching for safetypurposes to be testing for operability; the step-through was the
testing for operability( explained that in some areas of the Intelli-Field IDS, the
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wires Were fairly close together and it was difficult for some NSOs to get through the narrow
space between the wires without touching the wires. He added, "I mean, it has to be negotiated
safely" (Exhibit 21, page 19). (b)(7)(C)_ said "I wouldn't tell you to grab hold of the wire, but
I could see somebody touching the wire in an effort to try to negotiate through in a walk-through.
But again, even at that, I didn't like the walk-through. I thought that was, you know, a bad

situation, and we have since gotten away from that in total. It's not in our procedures now...
Somebody's bending over, they're trying to get down between certain wires. They're going to
bump. They could grab. You could end up pulling a wire. You know, you could break
something" (Exhibit 21, page 21).

(b)(7)(C) could not recall if the Intelli-Field IDS operability testing procedure prohibited

touching the wires during a test. He said that performing the walk-through without touching the
wires would be the preferred method, although it was difficult for larger NSOs to do this. He
stated he had never heard any NSO instructed to strum the Intelli-Field IDS wires like a banjo.

I(b)(7)(C) Isaid he could understand if somebody grabbed a wire on a walk-through,
although the NSOs were not trained to do so. He said, ... never was there ever any guidance
of any kind along those lines" (Exhibit 21, page 25).

In conclusion, (b)(7)(C) Jstated, "I think it's important to realize that, you know, we took a
chance with a system that's brand new, and we've learned the system, and we've gotten better
with the system. And any time you have an organization, sometimes you run into consistency
issues, and I think we've addressed how to have better consistency across the board. You
know, bottom line is any issues that may have been indicated, in my belief, very simply was an
issue in isolation as opposed to something that was widespread. Sometimes that's an individual
issue that occurs, and, you know, despite all the best training, that happens, and I'm dismayed
by that, but I am very satisfied. I'm very confident in the system that we have, and I'm very
confident in the security officers that I have, as well, that they know how to sit there and go out
and test this system and test it within the parameters of what they have. Does that mean that I
won't change the procedure again? Absolutely not, because I'll change the procedure as many
times as I need to insure that I have it as refined as possible and have it as streamlined as
possible to make sure that our officers can do the best job. That's the bottom line. You know,
we're here for everybody, and again, we're all working on the same team on this. You know, I'm
satisfied with where my performance of the Officers and supervisors are on this matter" (Exhibit
21, pages 26-27).

Additional Interviews

During the course of this investigation, the following individuals were interviewed by OI:RIV and
PSB:DRS:RIV. These individuals stated they had never been instructed to touch, tap or pluck
the Intelli-Field IDS wires as part of an operability test. However, none of these interviewees
stated that operability tests for individual Intelli-Field IDS zones were only conducted once before
declaring the test a failure and immediately compensating, as required by procedure.(b ( )( )C _G IS __ _ C G S(b)(7)(C)
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CGS

In additionj (b)(7)(c) CGS, was interviewed and recalled hearing a
rumor of a CAS operator [NFI] instructing someone over the security radio to "strum the wire like.
a banjo," but she did not hear this transmission herself and could not provide any additional
details. She said she had never touched the Intelli-Field IDS wires as part of operability testing
(Exhibit 22).

Agent's Analysis

(b)(7)(c) ]claimed that CGS Intelli-Field IDS operability tests were sometimes re-administered
multiple times until they passed instead of compensating for the failure immediately as required
by procedure. A review of the revisions of SPIP-SEC-09 (Exhibits 7, 9, and 10) disclosed that
"All tests must satisfactorily detect each penetration." A large percentage of security personnel
interviewed during the course of t Inv [ation, including ()(7 )(c)

I(b)(7)(c) andI•bhfxc) testified that they had regularly re-administered
operability tests on the Intelli-Field IDS. Several testified that they would first try a hand wave
between the wires and if the s stem did not alarm, they would attempt either a step-through test
or use the test paddle..,.7-(c_-] note (Exhibit 8) even instructs the NSO to conduct a second
test if the initial arm wave test failed. Although there was a general lack of knowledge regarding
if a procedure existed or what the procedure required regarding test failure, by re-administering
the tests multiple times, the security personnel demonstrated a careless disregard for what the
procedure required regarding the conduct of operability tests.

also claimed that CGS Intelli-Field IDS operability tests included passing an aluminum
test device between the wires, tapping and pulling the wires with bare hands, and stepping.
between the wires. The testimony confirmed that there were occasions when security personnel
used an aluminum testing device and also physically touched the wire durinn thp n rformance of
operability testing, and did so with management knowledge and approval. 1 7 )(C) admitted that
he had instructed NSOs under his supervision to ouch-therwinres during operability testing
(Exhibit 13, pages 10-11). (b) and(b)(7)c) jail testified that, although
touching the wires was not part of the testing procedure, it was sometimes necessary for officer
safety. This directly conflicts with SPIP-SEC-09, which states that "The walker should approach
the sensor wires as closely as p ssible without making contact." There are no exceptions listed
for officer safety. This action b (b)(7)(C) and [(b)(7)(c) among others,
demonstrated a careless disregard for what the procedure required regarding the conduct of
operability tests.
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Conclusions

Based on the evidence developed during the investigation, the allegation that personnel at
Energy Northwest's CGS willfully violated the CGS Physical Security Plan and CGS procedures
during operability testing of the Intelli-Field IDS was substantiated.

Allegqation No. 2: Violation of Physical Security Plan and Security Procedures Involving the
CGS Intrusion Detection System (Improper Alarm Compensation)

Evidence

Testimony

Interview ofb (Exhibit 13)

Regarding a concern that CGS was using a single roving patrol to compensate for repeated or
constant alarms, (b)(7)(c) advised that CGS did not use a roving patrol to compensate for a
failed Intelli-Field IDS zone, although a se _curitvDatrol could assess the zone and compensate
for the zone if it was declared inoperable.L.)(7)(c) ladded that they do use roving patrols to
compensate for a camera failure. Regarding the practice of leaving Intelli-Field IDS zones that
are in a constant alarm in service instead of deactivating them and posting compensating
measures (b)(7)(c) advised that the alarm would first need to be assessed and if it was
determined to be down, compensatory measures would be used, including NSOs in the BREs
(Exhibit 13, pages 17-21).

Additional Interviews

On February 15-16, 2006, 21 CGS security personnel were interviewed by OI:RIV and
PSB:DRS:RIV regarding the allegation that on multiple occasions, various Intelli-Field IDS zones
went into constant alarm or excessive false alarm rates were received by CAS, rendering the
zones ineffective and that CGS failed to effectively compensate for the malfunctioning zones. All
interviewed personnel indicated that in the case of a failed Intelli-Field IDS zone, the failure was
compensated for with visual observation from elevated BREs. The interviewees indicated if
visual observation was hampered by environmental factors (rain, mist from cooling towers), the
failed zone was compensated for with an NSO. No testimony indicated that CGS used a single
roving patrol to compensate for multiple failed Intelli-Field IDS zones.

Coordination with NRC Staff

On March 21, 2006, HOLMAN advised that, based on his review of interview results of multiple
security officers and security supervisors on February 15-16, 2006, he determined there was no
evidence that failed Intelli-Field IDS zones were improperly compensated for by using a single
roving patrol. According to HOLMAN, the information indicated that proper procedural
compensatory measures were used (Exhibit 23).
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Agent's Analysis

(b)(7)(C) ]said, in order to not have to deploy roving patrols, CGS wouldldim nlv I•.v.th e.
Intelli-Field IDS in constant alarm and cover the failures with a roving patrol.[(b)(7)(C)

testified that the Intelli-Field IDS went into alarm so often, that often times CGS did not have
sufficient security personnel to monitor the zones via roving patrols. I(b)(7)(c) Itated he had
been deployed as a roving patrol in the past, although he was not aware if any of the Intelli-Field
IDS zones being in constant alarm at the time. He said he was aware of this concern, not from
personal experience, but because CAS operators [NFI] had told him that the constant alarms
were driving them "crazv"an hey were not being permitted to turn them off (Exhibit 3, pages 4-
8). Contrary tol(b)(7)(c) testimony, all NSOs interviewed, including CAS operators, by
OI:RIV and PSB:DRS:RIV stated that failed Intelli-Field IDS zones were compensated for by use
of visual observation from BREs. Not one NSO interviewed stated that failed Intelli-Field IDS
zones were compensated for with a roving patrol.

(b)(7)(C) ]testified that if CGS had multiple zone failures or a total Intelli-Field IDS system

failure, they compensated with NSOs in the BREs as well as roving patrols, which, according to
HOLMAN, is the appropriate compensation for such a failure.

Althoughl (b)(7)(c) and both raised issues regarding improper compensation for
constant alarms or excessive false alarm rates which potentially rendered zones ineffective, the
testimony failed to substantiate this claim. According to HOLMAN, the testimony indicated CGS
security personnel were properly compensating for Intelli-Field IDS zone failures and that there
was no evidence that "a single roving patrol" was used to compensate for these failures.

Conclusions

Based on the evidence developed during the investigation, the allegation that personnel at
Energy Northwest's CGS willfully violated the CGS Physical Security Plan and CGS procedures
through improper alarm compensation was not substantiated.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

!"On March 21, 2006, Barbara CORPREW, Associate Deputy Chief, Fraud Section, Criminal
Division, U.S. Department of Justice, was apprised of the results of the investigation.
Ms. CORPREW advised that, in her view, the case did not warrant prosecution and rendered ar,
oral declination.
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